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> The Simplest Turnout Control System Ever Made!

The average control panel has hundreds of wires linking
switches and LEDs, power, CDUs - the list goes on! Then
there's the faults, the seemingly constant chasing of that
rogue wire which has become detached *somewhere*... 

Alpha Central with Cobalt together take away ALL of the
stress! Simply run two wires and connect the motors - then
control your turnouts! It doesn't matter if you run Analog
(DC) or Digital (DCC) - this system works for everyone! 
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Click the diagram above to watch a video which explains how
this simple system works!

> Your Shopping List!

This really is as simple as 1-2-3! All the components to create
your super-simple turnout control system are below!
(Components shown will control up to 12 turnouts).

First - you'll need the heart of the system -
Alpha Central. This is your ready-made,
plug-and-play control panel. Ready to take
out of the box, plug in and go! 
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Alpha Central - DCD-AEC - £179.95

Second - you'll need Alpha Sniffer. This
powers Alpha Central and the Cobalt
motors. It creates an "accessory bus" for
your layout which is seperate from your
track power. 

Alpha Sniffer - DCD-SNX - £29.95

Alpha Sniffer needs DC power to operate - you probably have a 12V supply on

your layout - if you don't, you can use the power supply below:
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Third, you'll need the turnout motors
themselves - Cobalt iP Digital motors. So
robust that we offer a lifetime warranty!
Super-simple to install and slow-action,
these clever motors will even switch your
frog polarity for you as well! 

Cobalt iP Digital Turnout Motors
DCP-CBxDiP - from only £25 each*

*when purchasing a 6 or 12 multi-pack.

If you need wire for your "accessory bus" - we can help with
that, too! 
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(5 metres of accessory wire (red and black) is only £7.95).

> Next Show

The next show at which you can catch the
DCCconcepts demonstration layout will be
supporting Modula Layouts at the Billericay Model

Railway Show on 25th May. If you're in the Essex
area, pop in to say "Hello"! 
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With dealers all over the world - click the globe to find
your local DCCconcepts stockist. Remember to support

your local model shop!

Did you enjoy the contents? Please let us know. Don’t be shy: We invite you to email us and

discuss any changes you might like to see and welcome ideas for any “style” changes or

additions we could consider to make more interesting reading.

Of course, if you have a specific subject that you would like us to cover, we will listen.

Please email us at web@dccconcepts.com or visit our forum at www.dccconceptsforum.com

and we will see what we can do.

Until then, thank you for sharing your valuable hobby time with us.

Getting more than one copy of this newsletter? This means you are on our mailing

list in multiple categories. Simply click "unsubscribe from this list" below on all but

one of your newsletters and you will only receive one copy in future.
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Our contact details are:
DCCconcepts Ltd, Unit E, the Sidings, Settle BD24 9RP 

Telephone is +44 (0)1729 821 080.
Our UK Email address is sales@dccconcepts.com

You will also find us 7 days a week, 24 hours a day at www.dccconcepts.com
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Copyright DCCconcepts.com, all rights reserved.
We hope you found this message to be useful.

However, if you'd rather not receive future e-mails of this sort from us, please use the links below. 

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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